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“Incubating Light”
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Sui Generis
adjective, Latin.
of his, her,
its, or their
own kind;
unique.
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“Brands are not built
overnight. Success is measured
in decades, not years.”*

Necessity. This is a true catalyst
for human evolution. Besides
food and shelter, we all need light.
Whether it is natural or artificial,
the necessity for the light never
changed.
Though being primitive, we can’t
neglect the ingenious solutions
our ancestors put forward to
fight against the darkness. The
necessity for light is so immense
that even before the invention of
electricity, mankind achieved to
illuminate the streets of London
with gas lanterns in 1807. Those
lanterns were lit and extinguished
every evening and morning
manually.
Seventy-two years later, in
1879, when Edison made his
first public demonstration of
his incandescent light bulb,
he claimed that “We’ll make
electricity so cheap that only
rich will burn candles.” This must
have sounded lunatic at the 19th
century, but today we can see it is
visionary.

*Ries & Ries, The 22 Immutable Laws of Branding

Today, in modern times, this
necessity for the light remains
unchanged but on a larger scale.
We have huge cities with a
never-ending need to illuminate
historical elements, roads,
bridges, public buildings, houses,
offices, parks, tunnels, sports
arenas and so on… We even study
the psychological and behavioral
effects of lighting and color in
urban societies. Thus, lighting
touches every area of life and
along with its impact, it gives
places and cities an identity.
Looking back two decades of
luminaire production history,
we are beyond proud in a
humble way. Even with all the
enhancements technology
empowered us, thanks to our
emotions, we are smarter than
our robots.
This collection is actually no
collection. It’s the emptiest of
all papers. We encourage you to
free your mind from all standard
obstacles. Just take your drawing
mate and sketch. You can
alternatively brief us since we
have a full space of experienced
staff including lighting engineers
who will accompany you anyways.

“One of the strongest
characteristics of genius is the
power of lighting its own fire.”*
What we do? How we do?
We have a history dedicated to expertise and coexistence.
We know it takes more than departments to call it specialization.
Therefore, we have Heper Group of companies with proficient
functions;
Heper is our pioneer brand and representative of engineering
with its highly energy efficient products. Our Heper range is
modern, sleek design to meet contemporary expectations of
lighting sector worldwide.
Moonlight, our custom production boutique atelier is at your
disposal when you search for an option uniquely yours.
This is where we can be like you!
Alcopole is the manufacturer for our environmentalist aluminium
poles. Aluminium is a recyclable material with durable, corrosion
resistant, light weight, low maintenance characteristics.
Finally, Axismould is our technical brand with professional
solutions to our existing product portfolio and custom design
production. Axismould is the key manufacturer of high quality
moulding and engineering services. Besides lighting industry,
automotive is in the loop.

*John W. Foster

We keep making it better!
Our company history is quite parallel
to the technological development.
I shall remind you, back then a dial
up connection was called a novelty.
Those days and still today, we keep
producing lighting fixtures and invest
in research and development.
Time passes and you shall change, in
a modern way “update”. However, the
core remains same; have a high level
of criticism and add some passion
with curiosity.
As engineering branched out
as electrical and electronics sub
specialty, many technological
advancements occurred. The
invention of LED (Light Emitting
Diode) enabled us to design and
produce beautiful and energy
efficient luminaires. The voluminous
conventional components were
replaced with micro-sized versions
and we had the opportunity to focus
on design more freely and result with
more sleek luminaires.
Energy is an expensive and limited
source. Our R&D department is
keeping energy aspect always in the
formula. We search ways to integrate
energy production to our lighting
fixtures. High battery life solar panels
will be soon available. Thus, we can
produce lighting poles producing
energy for home use.
A second revolution came from
software advancements. Internet
of Things known as IoT has enabled
us to program smart cities. This
includes charge&go lighting poles
and responsive lighting of highways
with car’s headlights. The common
sense of IoT is simply this; if it can be
connected, then it will be connected.

Tradition and technology are two
concepts inspiring us to run an
endless marathon in the search of
more light.
Moonlight boutique atelier can be
both traditional and technological. It
is customer centric. Customer ideas
pushes us to produce for the edges.
It is the customer who leads the look.
I hope this collection inspires you to
sketch something, to a notebook or
on an iPad.
We daily imagine, because we have
tools for the solution. It is the idea
we are chasing for. Evolution is the
solid evidence. Very soon, Artificial
Intelligence, (AI) will replace more
of everything. On the bright side,
it will free our minds to focus on
“User Experience” and live more
comfortable lives.
Furthermore, raising public
awareness is our duty and it is
the foundation of Heper Lighting
Academy. Higher the quality of the
market, the more likely to have a
positive effect on our sector.
Greetings!
Bekir Sıtkı HEPER

2002

1996
Establishment.

At A Glance

First Export.

2005
2004

First International Exhibition.
(Light & Building, Frankfurt)

Globally Renowned Project
The Asian Games in Doha, Qatar.

2011

2012
Investment for aluminium
pole production facility.

2014
Laboratories are retrofitted.

Heper Group of Companies founded
to coordinate group activities
under a single roof.

2017
Moonlight is registered as an R&D Center on
Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology.

Need A Luminaire?
NO

Do you want some coffee?

NO

Do you have a sketch?

YES
Do you need a standard one?

YES

YES

Did you check our standard range?

NO

We”ll have your design
become a product.

YES

NO

Did you find what you are looking for?

Have a look at our Heper catalogue.

Yes, thank you! Great products.

No, please advise me one!

Let’s design you one!

Great!

“Individual commitment to a group
effort - that is what makes
a team work, a company work,
a society work, a civilization work.”*
*Vince Lombardi

How the system works?
1. It all starts with the necessity of a sui generis luminaire. You can
share a sketch, a logo, a drawing or an idea as an inspiration point.
2. We take your idea to the next step with lighting engineering
and doing the calculations.
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Sketch

3. We present you a prototype. Thus, we can examine any 		
imperfections and apply revisions.
4. Once we have a product, the urge we have is to test asap. We have
a state of the art laboratory, probably one of the best in Europe.
5. There come the technical expertise on moulding. We’ll make sure
to provide a professional solution on mould making 		
and your sui generis luminaire gets one step closer to production.
6. We start production. This is also where we reproduce
happy customers.
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02

Production
& QC

Lighting
Engineering

Your
sui generis
luminaire
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03

Moulding

Prototype

04

Testing

Moonlight Touch
Our final touch in a sui generis luminaire!
Whenever you need a brilliant idea to illuminate your project,
we are here to be your ideal partner.
We can value your ideas and take the inspiration from your
project or architectural surrounding.
In Moonlight atelier, every sui generis luminaire is producing
gladsome customers. As a souvenir, we tag them with
Moonlight Touch.

Case Study:
A brief story of sui generis
production.

Tradition is not
a contradiction.
Technological advancement drives us far from tradition.
There comes a new word called “automation”. We have
all the premises and qualified staff to serve you for the
“automated”. However, in Moonlight, we have always
kept our sense of tradition whilst staying in tune with
upcoming technologies. Our talented team provokes
you to bring the most ambitious projects to light.

Let us be part of
your solution.
Creativity and flexibility are our favorite strengths.
We are driven to bring innovative solutions to your
project by understanding your need and implementing
them in our multifunctional boutique atelier.
We call this sui generis.

Experience is
trustworthy.
We know how it was done yesterday and we work for
how it will be done tomorrow. To bring out the best,
you need equipment, qualified staff and know-how.
We encourage you to trust us. We will select the most
suitable method to make your ideas become real
illuminative fixtures.

Perfection
is the way out.
We delicately pay attention to the smallest details.
We carefully examine each product to make sure your
specifications are fully covered.

Uniquely yours.
Like sculptors, we believe in the uniqueness of every
product. In Moonlight boutique atelier, our talented
people add their craftsmanship to call it the final
product. The result is an outstanding fine tune with its
own character.

If you are looking for
the sophisticated.
Our advanced technology includes mock up designs
that will enable you to consider different aspects
before design process is finalized with an end product.
Each step taken through the project will be eased and
synchronized to keep you on the right track.

Always
the global partner.
As soon as it is deliberately produced, we know you
want your goods delivered to their destination. We’ll
handle carefully by means of packaging and deliver
according to any Incoterms worldwide.

Diva
Customer: Khalil M. Abdin, General Manager
Project Title: The Palm Jumeirah
Location: Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Need:

A special console design which would click
with regional texture.

Fix:

Our lighting engineering team took the inspiration from the
project logo. The design process was held together with
the customer to find their sui generis luminaire.

Comment:

We handled our project to Moonlight boutique atelier and
the outcome of the collaboration between Moonlight,
Heper and Alcopole was satisfying in every aspect.

Other
Sui Generis Projects

Vesta
Customer: Zeki Kadirbeyoğlu, Lighting Designer.
Project Title: Zorlu Center
Location: Istanbul, Turkey

Need:

A bollard design with different optical properties and
custom dimensions.

Fix:

Our lighting engineers noted customer’s requirements
and respected functionality for creating novel solutions.
Final product has adaptable sizing and optical
properties to be in great harmony with the landscape of
the project.

Comment:

Moonlight’s solution-oriented mindset made them
an ideal business partner for us. The result was as
expected; simple, elegant and robust.

Olympic
Customer: Raid Haddadin,
Construction Engineer & General Manager
Project Title: Aspire Zone
Location: Doha, Qatar

Need:

Lighting products which would follow one another along the
road in stair-like style. Fixtures to be on the same plane as
the poles to maintain customer design requirements.

Fix:

Engineering and design process was held considering
different perspectives and outcome was a hybrid product.
The upper part designed as a direct lighting fixture and
middle part as an indirect one.
Olympic sui generis project is a sophisticated solution when
a complex request is in action. Expertise of a talented team is
part of your circle whenever you need it.

Comment:

Moonlight gave us more than we needed.
The evolution of the light is mesmerizing.

Regal
Customer: Pawel Krepiniewicz, Electric / Electronic Engineer.
Project Title: Wroclaw Glowny Railway Station
Location: Wroclaw, Poland

Need:

Indirect lighting at the pedestrian area of the station
with an avant-garde design. A fixture to illuminate the
area which is a historical venue for many years.

Fix:

The customer had some initial design concepts and
decided for indirect lighting. The challenge was to
be modern and original while keeping the same
frequency with architectural texture. Station has been
an important part of city’s cultural atmosphere and its
identity needed a pleasing design with a wide angle of
illumination. The solution was an application with
360 degrees of positioning.

Comment:

The lighting solution our train station deserved came
from the team of engineers at Moonlight. What came
out was glimmering vines coalescing with the station.

Alnus
Customer: Ayberk Akcal, Architect.
Project Title: Optimum Shopping Mall
Location: Izmir, Turkey

Need:

An outdoor lighting fixture in the form of three large-leaved
trees in front of our mall project.

Fix:

Customer requirements were met with advanced static
calculations. Design was shaped to be in sync with the
architectural structure. The result has been an astounding sui
generis lighting solution that looked the same at night as it
did during the day.

Comment:

We had a tough project and an idea that seemed impossible
at hand but we received a positive response upon briefing
Moonlight designers. The result is more than a proof that we
made the right decision.

Illustro
Customer: Okan Bağ, Electrical Engineer.
Project Title: Optimum Shopping Mall
Location: Adana, Turkey

Need:

A lighting solution to illuminate a broad façaded mall
with strong projectors on a pole.

Fix:

Producing about a ton of steel wasn’t an easy task. We
engineered and designed a special 9-meter pole with
varying angles enough to hoist 8 projectors on one
side and a street lighting console on the other side.
Thus, the shopping mall façade and driveway were both
enlightened. We also designed non-visible connection
points to meet customer specifications.

Comment:

Moonlight put in great effort at each phase from design
to engineering. The effort was duly rewarded with
success. The solution they came up with was just we
had dreamt of and envisioned.

Valetta
Customer: Silvio Bartolo, Managing Director.
Project Title: St. George’s Square
Location: Valetta, Malta

Need:

An iconic lighting solution for the square of an old town. This
historical square is still a public venue for large groups on
special days, celebrations and important events.

Fix:

Our challenge was to design and engineer the lighting
product that will not only suit but also become one of the
architectural structures reflecting square’s spirit.

Comment:

The solution they offered was highly satisfactory in regard
to both design and function. Drawing inspiration from trees,
lighting design team at Moonlight realized a project coherent
with the town’s culture. It’s as though that light has always
been there.

Oluna
Customer: Walid El-Shwehy, General Manager.
Project Title: Lusail City
Location: Doha, Qatar

Need:

A combination of three fixtures to light up broad main
roads occupied by hundreds of cars every day.

Fix:

Our customer actually worked on a set of ideas
for the project and decided to handle the project
to our expertise for a functional and aesthetic
design. Sui Generis Oluna is a solid solution that our
lighting engineers provided by resonating customer
expectations.

Comment:

It’s a lot easier and quicker to reach the desired result if
you are working with people who understand you and
who, like you, know what they want.

Latus
Customer: Rena Haggipavlou, Lighting Design Director.
Project Title: King Khalid International Airport
Location: Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Need:

A well-designed lighting fixture for airport parking lot
which has decent lead time.

Fix:

There are rare occasions that we can implement existing
product mixes to meet customer design requirements.
In Moonlight boutique atelier, we adapted customer’s existing
solutions to a brand new design in harmony
with the architecture.

Comment:

It’s good if a manufacturer can provide you with a new design
that matches your expectations and feelings when creating
a new concept. It’s even better if they can create the same
sense of satisfaction with a solution that is already in their
product portfolio and has been produced for many years
leaving behind any possibility of concern over reliability.
“Easy-victory” to be honest, thanks to their complete
understanding of the concept and project requirements.

Traba
Customer: İsmet Celepçioğlu, Chairman of the Board.
Project Title: Cepa Shopping Mall
Location: Ankara, Turkey

Need:

A modern bollard to blend with the surrounding outside
the shopping mall.

Fix:

Our product engineering team came up with the idea
to convert a conical bollard in our range and produce it
with wooden material. Thus, sui generis Traba actually
blended with the green plants surrounding it.

Comment:

Wood is a very natural material. Along with its metal
frame and soft lighting, we are definitely pleasant with
the final product.

Incubating Light

We love what we do.
Because light itself is a substance for pleasure.
Actually, light is always futuristic and technological.
There is nothing faster than light speed.
Light is always inspirational. We think about light,
to replicate most artificial one to a natural looking.
In Heper Group, technology is embraced.
In Moonlight, craftsmanship is adored.
We created this collection, named it “sui generis” meaning
original of its own, unique. Every sui generis luminaire has its
own characteristics with adaptable technology.
Over the course of this catalogue, we carried you through a sui
generis journey. It is to product itself and to the land it will shine.
Invite us to your new one!
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“Have no fear of perfection you’ll never reach it.”*

*Salvador Dalí

Moonlight

Moonlight is a Heper Group Brand
HPR Pazarlama A.Ş.
1. Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Uygurlar Cad. No:1 Sincan (06935), Ankara, Türkiye
T: +90 312 267 54 30 (pbx)
F: +90 312 267 54 31
E: info@hepergroup.com
W: www.hepergroup.com
W: www.moonlight.com.tr

www.moonlight.com.tr

